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The weeklong event was attended by 
virtually all major players in the urban 

development field and was host to a wide 
variety of sessions focusing on everything 
from water and sanitation to evictions to 
optimized public transit and green spaces.

SDI’s presence at WUF6, whose overall theme 
was “The Urban Future”, was marked by a sharp 
realization during the planning phase that the future 
WUF6 proposed seemed remarkably devoid of the 
issues facing the millions of urban poor across the 
developing world, not to mention their participation 
in the construction of said future.

In response, SDI leadership decided to host a series 
of panels at the SDI exhibition stand in addition to 
participation in official WUF6 events, launching the 
first annual World Urban Poor Forum (WUPF).

During the WUPF launch in which slum dwellers 
from across Africa and Asia raised their voices in 
song across the exhibition area, Jockin Arputham, a 
slum dweller from Mumbai, India and president of 
SDI, spoke of the importance of bringing the voice 
of the urban poor to global events like WUF, and the 
reason for organizing a WUPF alongside the official 
WUF: “This is the World Urban Forum of the Poor, 
not the rich. This is the forum for the people who 
have nothing!” and, “We have to believe that change 
will come from the poor.”

SDI at World 
Urban Forum 6
By Nyasani Mbaka & Irene Karanja

Early September a large delegation 
from SDI attended the World Urban 
Forum in Naples, Italy. 

The three WUPF events focused on themes central to SDI’s 
core methodologies, and to the lives of slum dwellers 
across the global south: community-driven sanitation, 
the importance of partnerships with government, and 
participatory slum upgrading.  Experiences from Kenya, 
Uganda, South Africa and India were the focus, with 
slum dweller leaders and government officials speaking 
on their joint efforts towards people-driven processes in 
these countries. The WUPF events were well attended 
by slum dwellers, government officials, donor partners, 
academics and civil society alike.

Sanitation

During this event SDI’s message is that the existing deficit 
in sanitation reflects a serious deficit in governance at the 
city level, as water and sanitation are some of the most 
obvious amenities that link citizens to their government. 
In this event, Slum/Shack Dwellers International (SDI) in 
collaboration with the UN Rapporteur for the Right to 
Sanitation presented community-driven approaches to 
address the serious deficiencies in sanitation in slums 
across Africa and Asia.

In Kenya, Muungano Wa Wanavijiji through the support 
NGO, MuST has been undertaking community led 
planning which seeks to leverage city investments on 
infrastructure to the community managed sewer and 
water connections.

Sustainable Urban Governance

The participation and civic engagement are key 
avenues to better governance. Governance addresses 
pertinent issues of social equity and political legitimacy, 
which in most cases is misconstrued to mean efficient 
management of infrastructure and services.

Pauline PresentingAudience at World Urban Forum



Unfortunately most cities grapple with issues of transparency and accountability 
to its people. Overtime this has grown into poverty traps thus putting millions of 
people in socio-economic bondage.
In hopes of establishing a harmonized governance process in which informal 
dwellers are included as participants in urban development and governance 
rather than ignored due to their often characterized “illegal” status, this side-
event focuses on building a relationship between these slum dwellers and urban 
managers of urban centres. The event will convene representatives of government 
at all levels; technical city managers; representatives of informal urban dwellers; 
civil society; and academics to discuss alternative forms and processes for urban 
managers and other actors to engage informal dwellers in responding to slum 
development as a governance issue.

Lest We Forget

Jockin’s frustration with too much talk and not enough walk was felt by a number 
of people involved in fighting urban poverty. Why weren’t representatives of urban 
poor organizations, federations and network on the committees organizing this and 
previous World Urban Forums? Why are the powerful global institutions so reluctant 
to engage the urban poor directly?” Until these questions are answered through 
concrete actions towards the contrary (i.e. involving the urban poor directly), it 
seems these events will continue to do little to make louder the voice of the urban 
poor, without the unfortunate reality of developing a separate event for that voice. 
The reality is that, in our pursuit of “inclusive cities” – a phrase heard time and again 
both at WUF and in urban development circles – we should not be furthering the 
divide between the urban poor, the informal, and the formal urban development 
world. Instead, the issues, agenda, and voice of the urban poor should be prioritized 
at these events, as it is the voice of those whose urban future stands on the most 
uncertain ground. 

“ ”
 “We have to believe that 
change will come from the 
poor.”
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Political dialogue between Kenya and the EU, whether 
formal or informal, is open, constructive and covers a 
broad scope of areas of mutual concern. On a regular basis, 
the EU discusses issues related to the political situation in 
the country and all aspects of governance both with the 
Government of Kenya and with civil society. 

Recognizing the importance of civil society in policy-
making, advocacy and in promoting accountability, 
the EU consults regularly on relevant issues with non-
governmental institutions, the private sector, the media, 
and other stakeholders. In line with this, the EU delegation 
made a call for proposals financed by the European 
Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights (EIDHR). A 
total of Kshs. 133 million was granted to enable the civil 
society to contribute to the establishment of the new 
political systems enshrined in the new constitution.
 
>>cont. on p.10

Governance and Democracy 
By Jackline Wanyonyi

Irene Karanja Executive Director MuST, Rev. Peter Karanja Secretatry General 
NCCK,  Ms. Jerusha Ouma Project Officer, Govrnance Oxfam and  EU Ambassador 
to Kenya Lodewijk Briet share a light moment during the meeting

The EU encourages and supports Kenyan efforts to enhance democracy and 
pluralism, to ensure good governance, the rule of law and respect for human 

rights. These principles constitute the framework of the Cotonou Agreement, the document governing the 
partnership between ACP countries and the EU. The Agreement provides for a regular political dialogue to 
exchange information and foster mutual understanding in promoting the key elements of democracy.

Hon. Daniel Chesanga (Mayor Lusaka, Zambia),Joyce Lungue (Federa-
tion, Zambia),Paul Manyala (Ministry of Lands, Kenya) and Pauline 
Manguru (Federation, Kenya)



In the World watch’s State of the World 2012, author Eric Belsky 
argues that “governments must be proactive rather than 

reactive in addressing slums and the growth of urban poverty.” 
Worldwide, more than 800 million people live in slums, where they often lack 
access to clean drinking water and sanitation and face crowded living conditions, 
high levels of crime, and fear of eviction. 

The project title correctly implies that the intention of this project was to create a 
Model for the complete Conversion of the Slum. The project’s aim was to create a 
new community development model for housing, credit facilities, neighborhood 
governance and community services for the slums in Nyamarutu and Kiandutu 
settlements. 
 
SELAVIP a private foundation that supports housing projects for very poor families 
has partnered with Muungano wa Wanavijiji’s Secretariat, Muungano Support 
Trust to upscale housing projects in Kiandutu and Nyamarutu settlements located 
in Thika and Nakuru Municipalities respectively. This project then seeked to 
demonstrate that housing is indeed possible in settlements. In both settlements 
Akiba Mashinani Trust and Muungano Support Trust implemented the Insitu 
housing project.
Low-cost housing is a substantial improvement; many of Kenya’s slum development 
schemes neglect important aspects of slum culture, such as multi-use spaces, 
social interactions, street life, and hygienic conditions. Informal discussions with 
slum dwellers, in Kiandutu settlement reveal an unwillingness to relocate because 
of fear of losing their businesses and communities. 

Nyamarutu and Kiandutu Settlements

Nyamarutu settlement is an informal settlement within Mchanganyiko network of Muungano wa Wanavijiji Nakuru County. The housing project was as a result 
of the negotiated grant from selavip to assist a minimum of 21 families in dire need for housing and whose financial conditions may not allow them to build or 
improve their houses effectively. 

Project Initiatives

More than 21 families now have access to decent housing; 13 in Kiandutu and 8 
in Nyamarutu. Through the Selavip housing project, a positive systemic change by 
local authorities, from the normal control to facilitating framework (giving people 
the opportunity to influence the actions that shape their lives) is evident.

 Communities in both pilot areas are better empowered to interact with local 
authorities and other development stakeholders to further common goals. A new 
wave of organized expression of demand, that allows a project to provide feasible 
solutions based on community needs in both Kiandutu and Nyamarutu is slowly 
taking root.

Muungano wa Wanavijiji 
Launches Insitu Housing in 
Settlements
By Nyasani Mbaka
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Construction going on in Nyamarutu Settlement



Nyamarutu

These 21 beneficiaries were identified by 
the community through the Muungano wa 

Wanavijiji savings group to assist them improve their 
houses. A maximum amount of $1000 was set aside 
for each beneficiary to reconstruct their houses or a 
maximum of $600 to improve their existing structures. 
The settlement has approximately 200 families and is 
located about 5 km from the Nakuru CBD. 

Kiandutu Informal settlement is among the largest 
informal settlements in Kenya and arguably the 
largest informal settlement located outside Nairobi. It 
lies within Thika municipality and to a regional context 
within the Nairobi metro region. The settlement is 
expansive, occupying an estimated 100 acres of land 
and with a population of about 13,000 people and 
5,000 households (2009, Kenya Census).

Social -Political  Process

Being an election year in Kenya’s constitutional calendar, the twin projects were bound to be put to test. As David Mathenge, Muungano’s Planner would simply put 
it, “ Meetings between community members and the respective local Municipal councils managed to create understanding and commitment; better still the project 
aligned itself alongside a stipulated Muungano activities; such as savings and settlement profiling, which also identified the poor of the poorest in the settlements.” 
Says David.

“Community guiding principles need to augur well with data collected in a particular settlement process. spatial, social and economic data collected for the twin project 
areas is dynamic but the main objective is that communities will table the community to engage other partners and stakeholders for service provision and general 
planning of the settlement, so that beyond housing the community can access other services and infrastructure for the general well-being of the settlement”, said 
Francis Gitau, Muungano’s Community Organizer.

Pre-construction era in most settlement housing projects is indeed a reflection point for any local government. Sammy Njoroge, a community oriented Planner with 
Muungano Nakuru explains; “Priority areas that any Municipal council or County Council,  invests in any slum upgrading project with the aim of  delivering quality 
housing to its clientele would need to focus on key priority areas, that include; Access to Safe Water in Regular Supply, Community Empowerment, Security of land 
tenure, Provision of public land for social amenities, Access roads, Sanitation & drainage, Garbage collection, Security and provision of building inputs”. Our Relationship 
with the Nakuru Municipal Council has been a close one and based on such a relationship basic services and amenities are likely to take shape in the settlement

“What really came out strongly during the entire house construction process was the Nyamarutu community goodwill to support the project. Communities went out 
of their way to gather construction materials as a way of subsiding the cost of their materials. Some would look for hardcore, mortar, corrugated iron sheets, sand and 
many other materials. This was an interesting lesson that need to be emulated”, Said Joseph Kimani a Programs Manager at MuST. 
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MWW Chairperson digs a foundation in Nyamarutu Juan Miqel of SELAVIP Unveils the Insitu Housing 
project in Nyamarutu, Looking on is Joan Macdonald



“ ”
“For two decades I have lived in this 
settlement, but all I recall in those twenty 
years has been hopelessness”.
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 The Transformation

The positive transformation of lives in Nyamarutu and Kiandutu is the first 
and most crucial stage in determining the projects sustainability and 

success. More community members have expressed an interest on the project 
and discussions are underway on how to leverage support from; the central and 
local government, as well as state and non state actors-to permanently augment 
community savings and social initiatives- as a strategy for scaling up the housing 
project and ultimately, its sustainability. 

We sought to speak with one of the beneficiaries, Susan Njeri Wa Kagondu in 
Nyamarutu settlement in Nakuru, The beneficiary 61 years old until recently 
belonged to very economically backward class. She has had to support herself and 
family (her grandchildren since almost all her children are long dead) with meager 
income and hence the basic needs of life, She worked as daily wages worker, lived 
in a hut made of sticks and earth. Susan could partially protect herself and family 
from sun, rain.

“For two decades I have lived in this settlement, but all I recall in those twenty 
years has been hopelessness. Above all for twelve years I have been saving with 
Muungano wa Wanavijiji, Nakuru. I have seen friends and neighbors quit saving for 
the future was indeed opaque, but I now own a home,” say Njeri. 

Njeri, also popularly known as Wakagondu by her settlement peers once attended 
the project meetings; the said beneficiary explained her condition. She then gave 
the information of scheme which could help her to improve her living condition. Her 
file was submitted to the community led project team and her case sanctioned. She 
took up the construction work in prescribed time. Wakagondu has now completed 
her house. 

The success story of Susan Njeri Wakagondu is an example of the poor in unorganized 
sector. If people take inspiration and encouragement from the said beneficiary, they 
could too improve their living condition.

Wakagondu and her grandchildren at her old house Wakagondu hosts MuST officials, Edwin Simiyu and  Joseph 
Kimani in her newly constructed house.



We cross over to Kiandutu settlement situated in Thika Municipality of the 
expansive Kiambu County. We are met by Kiandutu Muungano wa Wanavijiji 

chairperson John Waweru. We seek his view on the SELAVIP funded housing project 
and he responded, “Housing improvement will generate integral community growth 
and will make families more self-sufficient. They will be better prepared to search for 
new opportunities and to have a more positive attitude towards the future”.

Meet Francisca Kamene Mukua a wife and a mother of 3, her home is located in 
the heart of Kiandutu settlement was in dire need of repairs. Her home was so 
dangerous that it was actually deadly for them to be living there and they did not 
even know it. 

Kamene was nominated by her savings scheme to benefit from the house 
improvement program funded by SELAVIP and implemented by Muungano 
Support Trust. Her story was heart-wrenching, Kamene’s left hand is paralyzed and 
as a woman she wasn’t contented by the deplorable status of her house, “My son 
wouldn’t even dare to invite his friends over in this house. This house is torn, stained, 
and broken down”.

Thanks to the SELAVIP-MuST initiative Kamenes’ house has been improved. The 3 
roomed house has now been properly structure and a new roof put over her head, 
her living conditions has been secured, her and her five member family is free from 
constant leaks and flooding during the rainy season.
 Mr. John Waweru came in to thank us, he said, “They are so excited.” what a small 
thing, but something every family deserves to have, shelter.” 
Next issue we focus on the technical and community participation on the SELAVIP 
house improvement project.

Next issue we focus on the technical and community participation on the SELAVIP 
house improvement project.

”
““At 61 years of age...who would have thought I would move into an 

improved house? I have lost almost all of my children and am currently 
taking care of my orphaned granddaughter, Wambui. I joined Muungano 
wa Wanavijiji, a decade ago and I have never witnessed the fruits, but 
now I can attest to that fact that it’s possible..I urge fellow slum dwellers 
to embrace savings; I appreciate SELAVIP and Muungano for coming 
through to me”. -Susan Njeri
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Wakagondu and her granddaughter Wambui having a light 
moment

Fransica Kamene at her newly roofed house



JohnTe lives in a ten-by-ten foot shack 
made of corrugated sheets of iron 

and with an earth floor. Its once-painted 
wooden door has cracks running down to 
where the wooden planks meet. The door 
opens inwards to a dark and muddy two-
foot wide passage. If the door opened outwards 
it would knock into the row of similar shacks on the 
other side of the passage or would scrape the drooping 
roof overhang above the passage. At the airport, Te’s 
passport would have borne the name John Thuo. 
Initially, “Te” was a street name, but then became the 
only name by which John is known in the Nairobi slum 
where he lives.

Te went to Ghana to train in database management. 
After frequent arrests in his mid-teens, Te has become 
the “data guy” of Muungano wa Wanavijiji, the Kenyan 
federation of slum dwellers. The federation is part 
of the global network of slum dweller movements 
known as Slum/Shack Dwellers International (SDI). 

The Story of the Kenyan Slum 
Youth Federation

In September 2010, at the age of 25, JohnTe 
went on a plane for the very first time in his 
life, on board he went from Kenya to Ghana 
about which he was excited. 

One thing the federations do consistently is collect 
information on the slums where they have a 
presence – a ritual they call enumerations. They 
count shacks and document the presence of people 
who otherwise remain invisible in formal records. 
This information is used to negotiate with local 
authorities for security of land tenure and services.

Among the communities interested in this was 
Kambi Moto, the small slum from which Te comes. 
At the time, he was too young and wayward to be 
part of the exercise. As a result of the enumeration, 
Kambi Moto community negotiated for, and was 
granted, tenure rights by the city council of Nairobi. 
Today, the settlement is transforming – residents 
have replaced 86 of its 270 shacks with 35-square 
metre stone houses with electricity and plumbing.

While the Kambi Moto housing makeover is striking, 
it is the change in the youth outlook in Kambi Moto 
that is truly fascinating. Te testifies that a few years 
ago he was such a pincher of people’s things that 
even his mum would have to hide on herself any 
money she had whenever he was in the house. 
Today, he works at a car wash that the community 
set up; he’s saving to get a house construction 
loan from the federation; he builds databases for 
enumerations taking place in slums across the 
country; he maintains the federation’s website; 
and he mentors a group of 5-to-14-year old kids in 
Kambi Moto. 

And there are a dozen other young people like him in 
the settlement, for example Eric, who has acquired 
masonry skills and is engaged in building houses in the 
community; he also manages a theatre and dance troupe 
for kids on Saturdays and during the school holidays. 
And there is Wambua aka Prince Kalonji, John,Nyadida a 
mentor and entrepreneur, Joyce, Njeri and Stanely Thuo 
who currently is the manager of a youth rugby team.

The idea for a youth federation was inspired by the 
enumeration of a small settlement of 67 households. 
In the month between data collection and community 
verification of the data, three young men had died: one 
had committed suicide; one had died of HIV/AIDS-related 
diseases; and one had been stabbed by other slum youth 
on his way home after a drinking binge.

MuST Programme Manger, Kimani Joseph, started 
talking to the young people, and quickly realized that 
there was a gap in slum communities that Muungano 
was not particularly interested in filling. Kimani began 
to organize football tournaments between youth from 
different slums; he brought in any willing professional 
he could find to speak to them, about anything; and 
he organized music and theatre competitions. He got 
himself onto widely recognized national youth bodies 
such as the Youth Parliament and the Youth Council.

Johnte aboard KQ



The prospect of renewing the youth federation every year 
is a daunting task. You find a small shy girl, you walk with 
her for a year and she grows into an articulate young 
woman with good skills. Her dancing troupe excels and 
she mentors some children; and then one day you wake 
up and she’s gone. You wake up the next day and find 
a small naughty boy. Perhaps you start to think “I have 
enough on my hands already!” The frustration may have 
started to grow, but each year there are new youth coming 
in, charged up and so compelling in their aspirations that 
you have little choice but to do it again.

Around 2008, something unexpected started to happen. 
The children who had been mentored in 2003 and 2004 
started taking up the movement – the John Te generation 
had come of age. It is comforting to know that by the 
time the Te generation move on to other things, and they 
will definitely move on, they will have mentored another 
generation

Additional reporting by Jack Makau, SDI

He bequeathed the mentoring legacy to the Youth 
Federation. His philosophy is that when you mentor, 
it compels you to become a role model for those you 
mentor. Whatever else they contrived to do, all the 
under the umbrella youth were each mentoring 
three or four children, aged between four and 
12. Mothers in the slum became the movement’s 
biggest supporters. Mentoring was the first and 
strongest element of the movement’s journey to 
institutionalization.

That same year they set up a fund called 
“Kuboostiana”, a Kenyan slang term for giving each 
other a boost. The fund promoted groups to start 
making footballs and handicrafts. With the support 
of the Ford Foundation, the youths were encouraged 
to take numerous slum waste collection groups a 
step further into waste recycling, in a programme 
they dubbed “Taka ni Pato”, meaning “waste is 
cash”.(3) Learning visits to Egypt, India and South 
Africa were made. A couple of months into the 
programme, groups were producing more than two 
tonnes of organic compost every week. A network 
of 15 waste collection groups in two divisions of the 
city coalesced and bought a plastic shredder and 
went into business selling plastic pellets to plastic 
goods manufacturers.

At the slum level, the youth organized 
themselves into junior councils that 

discussed various issues, for example how 
they could gain access to football pitches 
in neighboring schools. When the annual Youth 
Council elections came around that year, for the first 
time slum youth showed up in great numbers and 
elected their own for all the posts, including junior 
mayor. A 17-year-old girl from Mathare slum ended 
up with an office next to the city mayor’s; never mind 
that with no agenda and with very little support from 
anyone, she quickly became bored with the position 
and abandoned the office.

And so the youth fire raged on, almost haphazardly it 
seemed. From its beginnings in a couple of slums, the 
movement spread to slums in four of the city’s eight 
divisions, and the youth called it Muungano Youth 
Federation.

Great as the energy was and still is, it was also felt that 
this movement needed to be consolidated into some 
coherent, fundable entity. Kimani himself had been 
born in a slum and had been encouraged to stay at 
school; he subsequently broke out of the slum with 
the support of the mentoring he received in a church 
youth group. 

The National Muungano Youth Federation steering committee DataAnalysis by the youth

Recycling plant in Mlango KubwaJulie Gichuru mentors the Youths



Urban housing crisis in Nairobi and other towns is not a new phenomenon in 
the Kenyan housing sector. To boost their economic base, Kenyan Citizens 

have so often migrated to cities to find work in an increasingly monetized economy. 
This is not the fundamental reason as to why slums exist. The truth of the matter 
is that successive governments and state officials paid by our taxes to man the 
planning facets at national and city council levels so as to supply the ever increasing 
demand for low cost housing has just remained just that; a dream.

The outcome of gross neglect of such an important facet of life is a disgrace to 
the urban poor. In the capital city alone, it is a crisis and a ticking time bomb. The 
statistics are goring, 65 per cent of the city’s residents live in slums. Worse, these 
residents are the economic backbone of the Kenyan Society. They push the economic 
wheels of industries and small scale economies yet again they are the same citizens 
living in constant danger of evictions, often orchestrated by powerful individuals.

Residents from Mukuru belt, with the help of, Muungano wa Wanavijiji, has now 
launched a legal bid to unravel the area’s murky ownership and expose dodgy titles. 
His petition names some of Kenya’s most powerful people.

Paul Muite, the plaintiffs’ lawyer, says a coming court battle could establish an 
“explosive precedent” in a city where two-thirds of the population lives on less than 
2% of the land, typically in ten-foot by ten-foot shacks. Under Kenyan law the land 
at issue should have been sold at public auction and then developed within two 
years or handed back to the state.

The petitioners argue that in Mukuru both laws were ignored. Some owners held 
on to the land for decades, using it as collateral for loans; others sold it on the sly. 
Undeveloped land was often rented by new arrivals, for which developers, locally 
known as “slumlords”, built shanties.

Nairobi is now home to nearly 4m people—and some of the sharpest inequalities 
in Africa. Leafy suburbs like Muthaiga, near the UN’s regional head office, have one 
household per acre compared with an average of 318 in slum areas.

Slum residents have no reliable connection to water, electricity or waste disposal, 
amenities that are considered to be a right to all citizens. It is out of this regard 
that such in humane acts of evictions and corruption will not be allowed to persist, 
and it’s high time that government and other stakeholders in the land and housing 
sector take action.

Editorial Commentary

Segregating Housing 
and Land Policies 
Recipe for Disaster
It is a crisis and a ticking 
time bomb.
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Joseph Muturi of MWW showcases the lands allegedly grabbed by city 
tycoons as Lands Minister James Orengo Looks on

Lawyer Paul Muite Addresses the Media 
on the Mukuru Case



Informal settlements are often not 
recognized as inhabited areas by the 

authorities, with the result that they can 
be alienated at any time.

Slums may be referred to as informal settlements not 
only because the development of housing but also 
because the allocation of land has no legal basis. As 
a consequence of the distorted land allocation process 
slum households are rent-paying tenants (World Bank, 
2006, 36). Thus slums, which were historically located 
on public land, are now turning into private properties 
that operate like the formal real estate market.

The above described scenario indeed defines Jua Kali 
settlement, Gathara Village located in Thome-Marurui 
estate in Nairobi’s Kasarani Area. The settlement 
sprouted in 1989, when what used to be the Marurui 
plantation, initially owned by white farmers at 
the height of the colonial period, was transformed 
into a settlement scheme so as to accommodate a 
significant number of people who worked in the 
coffee plantations for years. The settlement came into 
being after local farmers, workers and the then local 
leadership advocated for the release of the farm to 
the community, so as to meet the growing housing 
demands of the poor.

Basic Services

In the course of 1989 and 1990, Chief Kiarie the then 
area Thome-Marurui chief, oversaw the subdivision 
of 30 by 10 pieces of land for the squatters.

The settlement enjoys basic services that include; 
electricity, water and drainage systems (funded 
by Child Fund). One of the water projects in the 
settlement was also funded by the Catholic Chariters, 
which saw the community connected to an all year 
round water system, from Garden Estate.

The settlement is home to 6,000 residents, without 
including children. An eviction will jeopardize the 
live hood of the community members since the 
settlement harbors houses, churches, schools and 
businesses.      
The Thome-Marurui community members have 
occupied the 7 acre (100 feet beaconed settlement) 
for approximately 23 years now, until recently when 
the community begun receiving anonymous eviction 
notices from unspecified quarters. “A visit to the 
Nairobi City Council and the Kasarani Police station 
has proved that the eviction notices are indeed 
fake, and were choreographed to instill fear in the 
community. This was expected to trigger a massive 
exodus of the community from the settlement”, says 
David Gitau the settlement Chairperson.

Communal Initiatives against 
Land grabbing

Led by a community representation, mainly consisting of 
young men and women born and bred in the settlement, 
who believe in the spirit of the new constitution. The anti 
land grabbing team, have so far conducted a land search 
and have authoritatively established that the land has 
been actually grabbed and subdivided into 9 plots. The 
Kasarani District Commissioner has confirmed that his 
office is in possession of copies of the plot titles and is 
investigating their authenticity.

Steve a community member said, “A courtesy call to the 
area chief, a Mr. Magaya has downplayed the eviction 
notices and has called on the Jua Kali (Gathara village) 
community to stay put since the government is aware 
of their residency in the settlement. The settlement has 
550 structures and a population of close to 6,000 people”. 
The community has sort support from Muungano wa 
Wanavijiji, Akiba Mashinani Trust, Muungano support 
Trust and a battery of able lawyers, to help find a solution 
to the looming threat of eviction as well as assist in 
identifying the land grabbers.

Settlement, “Jua Kali” puts 
Land Grabbers on Notice
By Joseph Muturi and Jorum Ng’ang’a
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Kenyan slums, and particularly those in the capital Nairobi, are arguably among 
the worst serviced in Africa. The root of the problem, say housing rights activists, 
is a failure of the government to adequately address the urban land issue.

community consultative meeting It was in black and white for the grabbers



The forum was organized by Muslims for Human 
rights (MUHURI) in conjunction with Ujamaa centre, 
Muungano Support Trust and the community 
leadership representation being, the area Chief and 
Councilor.

Unfortunately, upon subdivision of the land by the 
government several big shots unfairly benefited 
from the land allocations. The settlement has a total 
of 355 plots measuring a total of 600 ha.

Through a participatory engagement that saw the 
process of mapping and enumerating the entire 
Kijipwa settlement scheme, which had the support 
of Ujamaa center, Muungano support Trust (MuST) 
and Muungano wa Wanavijiji entailed a series of 
steps through combined effort of the stakeholders. 
The process realized collaborated efforts of the 
community youths, who after the training managed 
to achieve the presumed task of generating an all 
inclusive community data and information.
 
Being a community process, the residents needed to 
have a sense of ownership. The forum was to bring 
the entire settlement to read from the same script, 
which would enable them develop a workable 
formula to address the community’s plight on land 
ownership and secure tenure.

The history of the coastal area is unique and this has 
implications on then different ownership categories 
in the province. Historically, the 10 mile coastal strip 
was once a possession of the sultan of Zanzibar and 
was leased to the British when the East African 
Protectorate was established. It was bought by the 
British and became part of independent Kenya in 1963.
The 10 miles coastal strip became part of un-alienated 
government land under the government lands Act.
According to official statistics, 70% of un-alienated 
government land is found in the coast Province. This 
is land which can be allocated to private individuals, 
and entities at the discretion of the commissioner of 
lands. 

When communities live on government land, they are 
classified as squatters, whether or not they have lived 
there since pre- independence days and can show that 
it is their ancestral land. When such land is allocated 
to individuals, the squatters are evicted without any 
compensation. The land, on which the project site lies, 
is classified as government property.

Residents of Kijipwa settlement scheme in Kilifi 
have had land related conflicts that the Government 
needs to solve having ignored their plight for the last 
two decades. It emerged at community forum that 
government failed to issue the community with land 
certificates, as reinstated through the settlement 
scheme initiated in 1982 by the government, to settle 
the squatters. 

Land Needs of Kijipwa 
Settlement
By Ken Ogembo

Akiba Mashinani Trust team, enlightened the 
community on the concept of savings for the future 
development, where they could save as little as ten 
shillings in a day and use their compounded savings to 
secure development loans, for house construction and 
establishing sources of livelihoods.

Owing to the emotive nature of land perspectives in the 
Coastal town of Kilifi, Legal and Land experts have been 
called in to find a lasting to the land tussles. A conflict 
resolution committee, composed of elders was then set 
up to handle any pedigree of conflict that would arise 
during the mapping and enumeration process. 
MuST team on the other hand, was tasked with 
the responsibility of administering training to the 
community enumerators on enumeration processes 
and the tools involved. Community maps and 
settlement data are a community’s lifeline in brokering 
engagement and understanding   between communities 
and service providers and by extension the government. 
Here communities can advocate for; roads, water and 
sanitation services, Health, electricity and so on.

There were two calls for proposals out of which a total of five projects were selected. These were divided into two lots.  The first lot made up of three projects having 
an allocation of Kshs. 75 million.  Their main focus being on the preparation, monitoring and immediate follows up of the 2013 elections. Organizations implementing 
these projects include: Search for Common Ground, Media Focus on Africa, Sustainable Energy, Umande Trust, Diakonia, National Council of Churches of Kenya (N.C.C.K.) 
and Justice Peace Commission. The second lot having two projects was allocated a total of Kshs. 58 million. Main focus being to build capacities of the newly established 
counties while encouraging inclusive decision making, transparency and accountability i.e. devolution in the new institutions. Organizations in this lot include: Muungano 
Support Trust, Forum Syd, Youth Alive! Kenya, OXFAM and Lokado.

Speaking at the  European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights (EIDHR) 2012 Projects Launch , Muungano Support Trust Executive Director, Irene Karanja 
reiterated on the need of Civil Society to create awareness, by building capacities for communities to freely demand and articulate for proper governance and accountability 
of both financial and infrastructure disbursement by government. Irene Karanja on behalf of Muungano wa Wanavijiji, Forum Syd, Kenya and Youth Alive also highlighted 
key milestones that the coalition had made in adjudicating proper governance and accountability of devolved funds in the recent phased out program known as the 
Tushirikishe Jamii project, in Nakuru Town, Naivasha and Rongai constituencies. 
  
It was during this function that Jua Jimbo (Know Your County), to be implemented by Forum Syd, Muungano Support Trust and Youth Alive! Kenya was launched.  The 
initiative is a commitment of an alliance of three organizations that seek to place the poor at the centre of their development. A total of Ksh 31.5 million has been set aside 
for the two year project .This project seeks to enhance citizens’ capacity in two counties; Nakuru and Kisumu - to exploit governance issues in line with the constitution, 
influence the emergence of strong women leadership and their subsequent participation in the development process, establish inclusive decision making mechanisms-
crucial in setting the pace for good governance, transparency and accountability at county level institutions.

Governance and Democracycont. from p.2 

David Mathenge (in green T-shirt) MuST official 
facilitates community training forum



Malezi Mashinani is a programme run by Muungano Support Trust (MuST) 
under competitive organizing of informal settlement communities. This 

program was started to target the livelihoods of single young mothers’ and their children in the informal 
settlements. With MuST being engaged in various slum upgrading programmes, the plight of single young 
mothers was found to be inadequately addressed.

The plight of single young mothers’ families in informal settlements immediately after giving birth, a young 
girl intuitively becomes a mother and an ‘adult’ therefore demeaning the need for education. This is the 
perception held by a huge number of single young mothers who stated their unwillingness to continue with 
education citing overage and child caring obligations as the major excuses. Those who had the courage, 
time and resources joined informal trainings in vocational skills mainly in tailoring and hairdressing/beauty 
salon.

his special feature segment seeks to put a spotlight on some of the initiatives spearheaded by women and 
the youth at grass root settlement level to mould kids into responsible citizens, regardless of the harsh living 
conditions in urban poor settlements. We now focus, on the Outreachers Baby day care located in Nakuru 
in the up market Kiamunyi estate along the busy Nakuru- Baringo highway. The day care centre is under 
the management of the Hebron self help group and the Outreachers Youth group both affiliate groups of 
Muungano wa Wanavijiji.

Malezi Mashinani: 
Infant Program
By Nyasani Mbaka

Sarah one of the centre’s administrator explains, “The 
centre gives care to close to 25 children, taught and 
trained by qualified early childhood teachers and 
caregivers in a loving and nurturing environment 
where each child is valued, every child’s ability 
nurtured.  We also have the contribution of all parents 
who help with care giving, cleaning chores at the 
centre.”

Isaac, Outreachers Youth group chair is indeed excited 
by the objective of the centre which nurtures kids to 
future responsible citizens, “There is support to the 
children’s parents and guardians especially single 
mothers who are helped to gain skills and join an 
income generating initiative at the centre to help them 
earn an income to support their families.  

The day care facility enables teenage mums to pursue 
their education and get a certificate of primary 
education and their younger siblings are released from 
babysitting and home chores.

The centre is currently reaching over 25 children every 
day. The centre caters for two groups of children, 
middle class and poor with special needs (deaf, 
cerebral palsey, Down syndrome & mentally handicap).
However, the sad fact is one cannot teach a hungry 
child or a sick child. These needs gave birth to the 
six different programs we have now. Inclusive Early 
childhood education, health intervention, occupational 
therapy, nutrition(feeding programme),library 
services, parent support groups, clubs(football, first 
Aid, guidance and counseling, sign language, music 
and movement, computer), day care and income 
generating activities. “Despite these challenges we 
look forward to making the Outreachers baby day care 
a success and continue reaching out to more kids”, 
Sarah expresses.

Isaac-Chairperson Outreachers Youth Group Sarah plays her favourite  tune as Sammy Njoroge and Iscar Jemutai of 
Muungano Nakuru listen.



This conversation may be in different lan¬guages 
and from vastly different contexts but almost always 
speaks to similar challenges. This was recently 
the case when a group from SDI (Slum Dwellers 
International) Kenya visited Haiti.

Many may recall the devastating images of Hurricane 
Katrina that struck New Orleans in 2005. Katrina not 
only destroyed large swathes of the city but laid 
bare dire conditions of urban poverty that lay below 
the urban facade. In Haiti a series of tropical storms 
was followed by a mas¬sive earthquake that 
killed over 200 000 people. The scale of damage 
was immense and the urban poor who lived in the 
overcrowded slums of Port-au-Prince bore the brunt 
of the burden.

In every city across the planet there are 
differences between the rich and the 

poor. There are people who live in large houses, 
drive cars, have running water, flush toilets and access 
to water and electricity and there are people that do 
not. In the case of rapidly urbanising and developing 
countries these differences are most pronounced. 
The poor live in cramped, unsanitary conditions, are 
marginalised by the state and cannot easily access 
basic services. The assistance that they receive is often 
in the form of hand-outs and charity, not reflective of 
their priorities and politically re-enforcing top down 
relationships of power. 

When slum dwellers from across the globe begin to 
talk to each other sharing common problems and 
challenges, they develop a dialogue and learning that 
is their own. 

Haiti housing typologies

As Haiti slowly rebuilds and some people leave the tents 
the economy remains propped up by foreign fi-nancial 
support, a situation that cannot be sustainable in the 
long term.

The SDI approach has had traction in numerous slums 
across the globe and starting new initiatives form 
part of the networks approach, continu¬ing to grow 
a global voice for the urban poor. While languages, 
govern¬ments and politics may change the crippling 
poverty that characterizes the lives of the urban poor 
resonates across borders. Jane Weru of the Kenyan 
SDI affiliate was requested by former US president Bill 
Clinton to visit Haiti and explore options for SDI to work 
with urban poor com¬munities. Jane, as a recipient of 
the 2011 Rockefeller Innovations forum award, met Bill 
Clinton at the awards ceremony where he asked Jane to 
undertake SDI work in Haiti.

Port-au-Prince is extremely overcrowded and like many 
poor and rap¬idly urbanising cities infrastructure is 
woefully inadequate. As more and more people flock 
from the countryside, forced to move by the econom¬ic 
aftershocks of the earthquake, amenities are stressed 
well beyond breaking point. Crowded informal 
settlements and the remnants of tent cities house the 
urban poor the majority of who lack access to wa¬ter, 
sanitation and adequate housing.“ ”

“The poor were always in Haiti but it was 
only because of the natural disasters and the 
earthquake that they became visible to the rest 
of the world”-Joseph Muturi (Kenyan SDI federation)

Discovering Haiti
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Coomunities still living in tents after the Haiti disasterJane Weru addresses the People of Haiti



In Port-au-Prince, the Kenyan team 
visited communities in Simon Pele 

where Habitat for humanity is using 
enumerations and profiling as an entry 
point to the community. Tents, used for 
temporary accommodation after the earthquake, 
still house families who pay monthly rentals. Being 
a tenant in an informal settlement is a tenuous 
situation. In an already marginalised settlement those 
who are forced to rent are at the bottom rung of the 
ladder, their tenure extremely insecure and their 
ability to ac¬cess resources and make their voices 
heard severely curtailed. 
 
Haiti is littered with projects that seem to have 
brushed over local context in favour of external ideas 
and assump¬tions. “The poor were always in Haiti but 
it was only because of the natural disasters and the 
earthquake that they became visible to the rest of the 
world”-Joseph Muturi (Kenyan SDI federation).  
 

Haitian communities need to change the 
arrangements of power by pushing back and 
defining the priorities and actions which they 
deem to be important. They can do this when they 
are organised and speak with a single voice. “In Les 
Cayes we met some urban and rural communities 
& the main challenges are unemployment, lack of 
services (water) & lack of a market for agricultural 
produce. Women in communi¬ties lack access 
to basic credit facilities and a place to sell their 
produce”-Mary Wambui, SDI Kenya.

The Kenyan team ended the exchange with a 
reflection session. In this meeting it was decided 
that the SDI approach could have traction in Haiti, 
especially in terms of creating a community voice 
to push back against the “top-down” decisions 
being made by large institutions and the state. This 
would take time, support and dedication and there 
would be no guarantee of success. 

The following steps were tabled as vital to moving this 
process forward:
 

Identify a credible Haitian NGO working in a field •	
related to Urban Poverty who can work to initiate 
the SDI rituals. Initially the NGO would be partly 
supported by Habitat for Humanity and work with 
the community in Simon Pele. Habitat for Humanity 
is happy to help identify prospective NGO’s. This 
NGO could in turn support an en¬gagement with 
communities in Les Cayes.

 
Members of the community and partner organization •	
will be sent on an intensive learning exchange to 
Kenya where they would have ex¬posure to SDI 
projects, rituals and structures. 

If SDI is to work in Haiti it has to be a long-term •	
engagement. SDI processes and organizing 
communities take time. Both funding and 
institutional support need to be guaranteed over a 
starting period of 3 years. 

Working in Haiti is the first step in setting up a •	
regional SDI “hub” for informal settlement upgrading 
in the Caribbean. This regional HUB would follow 
the existing SDI models in Africa and Asia. 

Subsequent to the exchange these recommendations 
are being internal¬ly discussed by the Haitian team 
and SDI. It is hoped that a path forward can be charted 
as helping to create a voice for the urban poor in Haiti is 
sorely needed.

Additional Reporting by Noah 
Schermbrucker, SDI Secretariat
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A settlement in Simmon Settlement map of Simmon

Mary Wambui of AMT viewing housing infrastructure



Unless an alternative plan is devised, hundreds of 
thousands of people will become homeless every single 

day. “There are children in this city, in this settlement and 
people have got to care about them,” said Doris Moseti, who is a 
Mukuru resident. What I’d like to do is to go around the community and take 
a look at exactly what has happened, to my brothers and sisters.” But developers, 
as arrogant as they have always reproached us, say they can, and will, destroy 
what they say is an illegal and unsafe settlement - basically, a shack town.
 
City planners and technocrats indicate that government is in the process of 
building low-income housing, a pipe dream it still remains, on the other hand 
the same government which is mandated to protect the rights of the poor and 
the rich in an ethical and transparent manner, is not at all obliged to compensate 
people for land they either settled on because it wasn’t being used or purchased 
illegally.

On the 15th of September, 2012, Mukuru kwa Reuben residents thronged the 
Mukuru kwa Reuben grounds to witness the official screening of the Mukuhuru 
documentary, popularly dubbed Ushago ni Mukuru (Our ancestral home is 
Mukuru). Women, men and children eagerly waited to watch the famous 
documentary which was majorly shot in Mukuru. The show kicked off at 5p.m with 
a curtain raising from the local entertainment youth groups and at exactly 7 P.M 
the documentary premiered. 

“Mukuhuru” is an informative 36 minute documentary (“infomentry”) that 
seeks to take the audience briefly through the historical facts that lead to the 
establishment of Mukuru belt of Slums and more importantly highlight the 
delicate and complex social, spatial, political, legal and economic realities of 
the present day residents. It seeks to throw light on the businesses, land lords 
industrial Mongols and political interests that benefit from the exploitation 
of both Mukuru residence and the land it currently occupies. Copies of the 
documentary DVDs will be made available to the public soon.

The genre of Documentary Photography was born in the end of the 19th 
century and was connected with such names as Peter Henry Emerson, Lewis W. 
Hine, Edward Curtis and Karl Bulla. 7It’s a genre, which reveals occurrences and 
events, usually of the social character. It unites the aims of photographic art 
and photojournalism. 
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Mukuhuru Premiers - 
Ushago Kwetu ni Mukuru!
By Edith Kalela, Jubilee Team



In many African cultures, going to 
answer to call of nature in open 

spaces is embarrassing to communities, 
especially women as it is considered a 
dirty act. Nobody would love to have all eyes glued 
on her as she goes about her business. Women in 
Mukuru, an informal settlement in Nairobi, have had   
endure this every single day, as they have to queue 
for hours on end to gain access to the public toilets. 
“Going to the toilet” for these women often means 
open defecation or waking up before dawn to queue 
at public toilets, most of these public toilets are 
locked by 7:00p.m.

Benedett Kasendi, a middle aged woman in Mukuru 
explains how her privacy is invaded. “The toilet I used 
to go to was made out of wood planks. I could see 
someone from inside and the person outside could 
also see me. It is really stressful going for either short 
or long calls, as I would feel eyes watching me,” she 
explains.

Katiba Anniversary in Mukuru

Meanwhile as Kenyans marked 
the second anniversary of the 

promulgation of the new Constitution 
with countrywide celebrations of the 
occasion dubbed ‘Katiba Day’ on August 
27. Unfortunately Mukuru residents had no reason to 
celebrate. Most of them voted for the new constitution 
having in mind that it will change their lives in regards 
to land rights which they thought would provide 
security tenure. However, this has not been the case as 
they continue to receive Eviction Notices with ultimatum 
to leave immediately or be evicted by force. 

This day did not lack luster, Mukuru communities 
Due took a stand on this day to plant trees on all the 
documented lands within the Mukuru belt facing 
impending evictions from well known politicians and 
connected business men. The residents either did not 
forget to make it clear to the grabbers, Mukuru Ndio 
Ocha (Mukuru is our home).

So how do you take a bath? “I have to wait until 
members of my family to leave the house, so that 
I take a bath in my house,” Phyllis explains. “And I 
have to make it quick cause someone may come in 
anytime,” she adds.

Most women in the settlement use the house as a 
bathroom. Some of them use the public corridors 
as their bathrooms. “Our corridor has a gate so I 
would lock it when I’m taking a bath. This means 
no one is allowed to get in,” Doris explains.  Lack of 
adequate and functional sanitation facilities has 
been a cause of lack of privacy and women are the 
most affected. Women in this settlement yearn 
for the luxury of going to answer to call of nature 
without fear and enjoy a bath after a long day.

Levels of cleanliness of public facilities and 
washrooms are not taken seriously by institutions 
mandated to maintain and service such 
facilities. Communities to have lost the sense of 
responsibility “some people would answer to calls 
of nature as well as take a bath on the bathroom 
floor,” Kasendi says. Unhygienic public toilets and 
bathrooms threaten the health of women and 
children.

Privacy of Women
and Sanitation
By Edith Kalela and Patrick Njoroge

“ ”
“I have to wait until members of my family leave 
the house, so that I can take a bath in my house 
...and I have to make it quick cause someone may 
come in anytime,”

Mukuru Kwa Njenga

...Most of them voted for the new 
constitution having in mind that it 
will change their lives in regards to 
land rights which they thought would 
provide security of tenure.

Mukuru Youths Plants a tree to mark the first anniverssary of the promulgation 
of the new constitution



The project seta out to address issues such as community 
peace building, advocacy, community awareness 

campaigns, interactive and educative theatre activities, 
fundraising, mobilization and group savings. 

Rhonda peace on earth bench was officially launched on 21st September 2012 
and attended by over 800 people from the community, administration, media 
political aspirants in Nakuru County and various organizations i.e. IofC, POEM, 
CK, Childrens Officer, Mani Trust, FWCC, RYG, Muungano Wa Wanavijiji and LVCI, 
this movement enhances peaceful coexistence for the communities living in the 
Rhonda area and the adjacent areas to embrace peace after being hard hit by 
the post election violence of 2007/2008. The group believes in impacting on the 
environment positively changing by using plastic in making peace bench
 

Rhonda Plastic Peace on 
Earth Bench
By David Musumba, Nakuru

These initiatives are in lign with the National Policy on Peace building and 
Conflict Management. As stated in the Draft National Policy on Peace building 
and Conflict Management, the National Peace Forum is a platform that provides 
space for a wide range of actors for consultation, collaboration, co-operation and 
co-ordination of matters related to peace and conflict. The forum brings together 
representatives from the Government, United Nations agencies, and private 
sector, Civil Society Organizations and development partners. Other stakeholders 
inclusive of representatives from the grassroots shall participate and freely 
organize themselves in the promotion of peace in Kenya.

The bench made of plastic bottles and trash offers the community a new way of 
conserving the environment by bonding and living together in harmony and this 
is the mission of this bench to reach every household with the message of peace 
during this electioneering period.

Rhonda Youth Group, a Nakuru based CBO affiliated to Muungano 
wa Wanavijiji, recently launched a peace initiative project dubbed, the Rhonda 
Youth Peace Project. 
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The Peace Plastic Chair
Ronda Youth  Group engages the Community on a peace campaign in Ronda , 
Nakuru



Jimmy Gate performs at the Mwafaka awards 2012, 
Muungano was one of the
sponsors of the event.

Muungano, Kiandutu pose for group photo.

Emily a community member in Mathare gathers 
data on sanitation in Mathare
Looking on are fellow residentsKiandutu pupils would love peace in the next elections

Women in Nyamarutu enjoy a copy of the 
Muungano News

MuST and SELAVIP officials pose for a group photo The Monitoring team , Insitu Housing project in 
Nakuru

AMT bids farewell to interns under the AMT internship programme
Joseph Mwendo of MWW  trains the Kitui  
Community on  Loobying and Advocacy

All Photos Courtesy of Muungano 
Support Trust
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